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EDUCATE, MOTIVATE
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30 MARATHONS IN 30 DAYS >>
Jason hit the pavement October
2014 and ran a total of 859 miles
across Texas (over 30 marathons
in 30 days). Through this first-ever
attempted record, Jason not only
pushed the limit on endurance
running, but fueled his passion
to see an end to child trafficking,
particularly in Texas. Jason is
committed to educating, inspiring
and raising funds to fight this
social pandemic and calls for
others to take action themselves
and join the cause.

BUSINESS TRACK RECORD >>
			What started out as a two man marketing firm

			
in 2008 has blossomed into an impressive
			
horizontally-integrated group of companies.
			
Several of Jason’s companies have been eligible
			
for ranking on the Inc. 500 list of fastest growing
			
privately owned business in the US. With over 20
million in revenue and 100 employees, Jason has proven he knows what
it takes to grow an organization. From company culture to a proven
leader in customer service and quality, these companies serve a diverse
range of clients across countless industries. Committed to hard work
and the best results, Jason’s leadership and
business saavy makes him what you’d
call a serial entrepreneur.

AUTHOR & SPEAKER >>
Although motivating and inspiring is at the
foundation of what Jason strives to do, his
primary objective is to leave his audiences
with a solid, structured plan of setting
monumental goals, rising above challenges
and living life to the fullest. This comprehensive, strategy-driven take on
life has led Jason to be a much sought after presenter through various
platforms--professionally, educationally and athletically. All of which
are built upon pillars of strength, humility, trial-and-error, ambition and
above all, a smile on his face. With another book on the way, Your Spot
on the Mountain highlights the real meaning of success
and how each and every person can
reach theirs.
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